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the story
Mythical creatures, monsters,
warriors, and heroes all have one
thing in common. They are delighted
by the card game Zurubang, and
play it whenever they have a chance
to.
Every year, the Zurubang deity of
elements, organizes a huge Zurubang
Card Game Tournament.
You are also invited to join, and
lead your team of combatants to
victory. Attentiolen!book is almost ready, but
This Ru
to be
“style” and “corrections” still have
g!
done. Thank you for understandin

made
for two
players

15-40
minutes
playtime
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for
ages
8+

overview
Your goal in this fantasy, strategy, tactical,
bluffing, memory, 2-player, pixel art, card game, is
to win duels against your opponent, and reaching
30 or more points first.
The key to winning is the correct usage of the five
different elements, air, water, fire, earth and spirit!
Every element wins or loses against a different
one, no matter what.
The twist of the game is, that each player can see
the opponents cards elements at all times, and
make their decisions upon this knowledge.
Make clever moves, and exchange the correct
cards in your hand, to get an advantage over
your opponent. Fool your enemy, by picking an
unexpected card in “sudden death”. Duel your
rival at the perfect moment, so the cards not used
are set to your advantage. Memorize your foes
cards to dominate the battlefield, or take crazy
decisions, to confuse your competitor.
Accidentally, one of the most fun parts of the
Zurubang Card Game, is the many different ways
you can win, and I couldn’t be happier to show you
how.

Components
108
cards

12 big
tokens
30 small
tokens
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Card details
1 x Duel card
2 x quick
rules card
17 x air
cards
17 x earth
cards
17 x fire
cards
17 x spirit
cards
17 x water
cards
15 x none
elemental
5 x zurubang
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goal
Whoever reaches 30 or more points first, wins the
game. You gain points by winning duels against
your opponent.

game setup
You can play this game on almost any surface, which is even.
Each player receives one of the two “Quick Rule” cards, while the “Duel” card is placed in the
middle of the table, your battlefield from now on.
All other 105 cards have to be shuffled.
Once that is done, both players receive 5 cards from the top of the stack.
Now the stack has to be divided into three relatively equal stacks and laid out next to each
other on either the left or right side. Also, leave space next to the stacks for a discard pile.
This is how the setup should look like:

Player 2

ed
Hint: Shuffling 105 big tarot-siz
y. It is
cards is not easy for everybod
the
very helpful to give one half of
ffling.
shu
stack to the other player for

Player 1
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Who starts?
The player who owns the game decides who starts, and on which side of the battlefield the
three card stacks are placed. The stacks help you to understand where the players start to
place their first duel card later on. Normally, you play more than one game, so the loser of
the last game may decide who starts in the next game.

Gameplay
The five random cards on your hand are your team, and you are their manager. Your goal is
to win duels against your opponent to gather points, and win the game.
Players can do three different things on their turn:

1. Exchange one card
2. Exchange all cards
3. Challenge the opponent to a duel

Exchanging cards is helpful to get a stronger team. In the end, you can only win duels if you
have better cards than your opponent. You don’t know what good or bad cards are yet
though, so let us look at the cards and elements in detail before we move on with the
options on page number 10.
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A card dissected
The Power
of the
card

The Element
of the card

The picture
of the card
the
element
on the
card
back
which
cannot be
seen now

Some
cards
have an
ability..
ability
this card
can fly

The name
of the card

Some
cards
have a
talent..
talent
all
details
can be
read in
the text
The card border
indicates the element
of the card
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The Name :
The picture :
The border :

You guessed it - this is the name, and the picture
of the fighter which you can spot on the card. The
border indicates what element the card is on the
face-side, for you to recognize quickly.

The Element :

But the element on the card face-side is also written
in the small box at the top. The elements determine
who wins a duel. One element always beats another,
and it goes before any other rule. Spirit wins against
Air, wins against Water, wins against Fire, wins
against Earth, and Earth finally beats Spirit again.
The circle closes. Keep in mind, it doesn’t count what
element is on the back of the card, the element on
front of the card matters!
In the very beginning, it takes a bit time to get used
to which element is winning or losing against each
other. This is why we have the “Quick Rule” card,
showing you the elemental circle to spy on.
quick rules

The card back :

None-Elemental

Spirit element

The power :
Win
Fire wins
against Earth

Win
Power 7 is
higher than
3 or 5

Some cards appear to be tricky, and not the element
shown on the back. 4 Cards of each element are
none elemental and one of the cards is the “counter”
element. All other 16 cards are what it says on the
back. The Element Back helps you to see, what the
card back is. If you turn around your cards to see
what their back element is, it might be suspicious.
If a Fire card meets an Earth card, the Fire card
wins. But if the Earth card faces either a Water or Air
card, the elements don’t collide. A victory has to be
established differently. This is where the power of
the card plays a huge role. The higher power simply
wins. Powers rank from 1 to 11 (Dragons), and
sometimes even higher. If both powers are equally
high, the duel ends in a draw.

draw draw
Powers go from 1 to 11 or more

The ability :

Powers +4

Power 8 vs. power 8
leads to a draw

Some cards have a special ability. Destroying, Flying
or Shooting. Few cards even have more than one
ability.
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DESTROYING
Cards with the destroying ability destroy the opposite card in a duel, no matter who wins the
duel. Once the duel of the two cards is settled, the destroyed card has to be discarded to the
graveyard. The player with the “destroyed card” has to pick a new card from the top of one of
the three stacks, to replace the destroyed card. Once the card is chosen, it is placed, face-side
down in front of the destroying card on the battlefield. The rest of the duels continue. Keep in
mind, that some cards cannot be destroyed, due to their talent!

Win
Air wins
against Water

But the water
card has the
destroying ability

Right after the cards direct
duel, the destroyed
card has to be discarded to
the graveyard

The player replaces it
with a new card from
one of the three stacks.
It is placed face-side
down on the battlefield

flying
Cards with the flying ability can fly away, if their power is weaker. This still doesn’t affect the
power of the elements. If a weaker card flies away, the duel ends in a draw. Certainly, if the
other card can also fly, nobody can fly away and the duel will end decisive. Flying cards are
vulnerable to shooting cards, so they have to be careful sometimes.

Draw Draw
The Succubus is
weaker, but it can
fly. The duel ends
in a draw

win
If both cards can
fly, the higher
powered card
wins

win
No matter the
ability, the stronger element wins

shooting
Cards with the shooting ability only have one purpose - to win against the flying cards.

win
The shooting ability wins
against flying cards

win
But also here, the stronger
element just wins
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The talents :
TALENT:

Draw a card from one of the
stacks, and add the power of
this card to the power of the
Beast Kid, which is his power
for this duel. Discard the
drawn card after the duel.

There are cards which come with a description. This
is their, mostly unique, talent. It can make the card
stronger, let you gain point tokens, or make other
fancy things happen.
Very often a cards talent is decisive for the outcome
of a duel.

POWER:

POINTS:

OTHER:

if the Energy Knight is placed on a
particular position of the battlefield,
he will gain +5 power

if the Sorcerer Apprentice wins The opposite card has to be
his duel, add +1 point token.
discarded, and exchanged with
a new card from one of the
stacks, which the opponent
may choose. This action
happens before any other.

Now we understand the card basics much better, and the reasoning behind the duels. Let us
get back to the gameplay again, and discover the three different options to choose from.

the Three options
1. Exchange one card
Simply take one of your cards and place it face-down on the graveyard. Graveyard? The
graveyard is the synonym for the discard pile. It is set behind the three stacks.
Once the card is discarded, you can choose a new card from one of the three stacks. Peeking
under a card from the stacks is not allowed. As soon as you have picked up your new card, it is
your opponents turn.
Choose a new
card from one of
the three stacks
to put back on
your hand again.

One card from
your hand has
to be discarded
behind the three
stacks. This is
the so called
graveyard.
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2. Exchange all cards
Sometimes you just have a weak hand all over, smell the chance to get 5-of-a-kind elements,
a rainbow hand, or want to confuse your opponent, and this is when the powerful option to
exchange all five cards comes in handy. But, this action doesn’t go without a small punishment.
Simply discard all five cards on the graveyard and take five new ones from the three stacks. The
order in which you take the five new cards doesn’t matter.
Important: Each time you exchange all five cards, the opponent receives one Point Token!

Choose five new
cards from any
one of the three
stacks in the
order you prefer.

All cards from
your hand have
to be discarded
behind the three
stacks.

Don’t forget that
your opponent
receives 1 Point
Token for this
action!

3. DUel
The only way to make points, is to win duels. Once you feel confident enough to challenge your
opponent to a duel, you can pick up the duel card and smash it on the battlefield, to the enemy
side. The other player can either accept the duel and decide who starts, or decline it.
If the enemy declines the duel, you gain immediate five points!
But sometimes declining is helpful to get a better card combination, or not losing even more
points than only five. It can be an effective tactic to decline a duel sometimes.
If the duel has been accepted, the starting player is selected. Keep in mind, the player who
starts, has a slight advantage! This might sound paradox, but it is the truth for a couple of
reasons. Check out the “STEP 5” on page 12, for a better understanding.
If you decline
the duel
challenge,
your opponent
receives 5
points!

NO!

YES!
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If you accept the
duel challenge,
you decide who
starts to place
the first card.

the duel setup
All five cards on your hand are placed face-side down on the battlefield in a particular order.
Reading how to place the cards is exhausting, so I made a step by step guide with pictures:
STEP 1:
If you start the duel, you place the first
card next to the three stacks, the Logo
from the card back pointing to your
direction.

Three Stacks

opponent

Graveyard

you

STEP 2:
Your opponent places their card
opposite yours, and another one next to
it on the battlefield.
STEP 3:
Now you place two cards. One
opposite, and the other one next to it.
This rhythm continues until are cards
are placed on the battlefield.
STEP 4:
Technically, the opponent could also
place all three cards because they are
left with only one card anyway, right?
For learning reasons, we skip that part.
STEP 5:
Now we understand, why it is better to start
a duel. The second player is forced to play
their two last cards, which gives us more
options to counter elements!
STEP 6:
For good measures, the last card is
played. Time for the next part of the
game - the revealing of the cards!

Win = 2 points
Draw = 1 point
loss = 0 points
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the duel outcome
All cards are on the battlefield, and we are desperately awaiting the
results. In general, a victory grants your card two points, a draw 1
point and a loss zero points. Sometimes, the cards talents can earn
you extra points though! Both players turn over the first card on the
battlefield and determine who won the first duel. The card who has
either the stronger element, higher power, better skill or talent takes
the victory home. Place the amount of “Point Tokens” on the card.
Once the result is set, the next two cards are turned over. This system
continues to the final two cards on the fifth position. After all cards
are turned over and the Point Tokens have been placed on top of the
cards, it is time to calculate who won the duel.
STEP 1:
This is far easier to follow. You and your
opponent simply turn around the first
card at the same time. Now it has to be
established who wins this duel.
STEP 2:
If a card gets destroyed or has to be discarded
due to a talent, this action has to be done,
before revealing the next cards. Meanwhile
the Golem received 2 points for his win.
STEP 3:
The “Hill Dwarf” lost, and his talent tells us, he
has to be discarded because of that. As soon
as the new card is replaced, the next cards
can be turned around.
STEP 4:
The Orc Archer is weaker, but the
element Fire always wins against
the element Earth. Two more points
for you!
STEP 5:
Step by step, all cards are being turned
around, and the outcome determined,
until finally all cards are revealed.
Now it is time to count the points!
STEP 6:
Opponent = 3 Points, You = 8 points!
Congratulations, you can add 8 points
to your total score! The opponent
receives nothing, since they lost.

8 Points
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Small Token = 1 Point

Big Token = 5 Points

sudden death
A duel is often decisive, but it happens every now and then, that it ends in a draw. If this is the
case, it is time for “Sudden Death”.
There can only be winners after a duel match. In Sudden Death your bluffing skills, mind-reading
mastery, and a portion of luck are important.
STEP 1:
Let us pretend the duel earlier ended
with a 5 to 5 result. We enter the stage
of Sudden Death now.
STEP 2:
First of all, we have to understand the
positioning of the cards. We always start
counting from the side of the three stacks.
This means, we have 5 battlefield positions.

1.1.2.
2.3.
3.4.
4.5.
5.

STEP 3:
Now both players collect 5 small tokens each.
They are used to chose only one card, which
will duel one opposite card. But the players
make their decision secretly!
STEP 4:
The opponent has a card face-side down
on the battlefield, and can take a look at it,
but secretly. It will be part of the choosing
process, and can surprise!
STEP 5:
The amount of tokens in one hand determines which
card on the battlefield is used for the duel. Once
both players have confirmed that they are ready,
they stretch out their fist over the cards, holding the
chosen amount of tokens. The commanding words
ZU - RU - BANG! are spoken, just like 3-2-1. On “Bang!”
the players open their fist, and reveal their tokens.
The opponent chose 4 Tokens, and you chose 5
tokens. You win, because the Black Dragon is stronger
than the Nightmare Golem! 5 Points + 2 Points = 7
Keep in mind, all the cards talents are equal to their position on the battlefield! The result of
this duel is added to the result of the draw. For example 5 to 5, and a win of two points. The
player who won receives a total of seven points now.
But what if the sudden death duel also ends in a draw? Both of the cards who drew are taken
out of the game now, and placed face side down in front of their players, away from the
battlefield. They cannot fight again in this sudden death duel. Another Sudden Death round has
to be played, for even more points to win in total. 5 + 5, and 1 + 1 (the draw from before).
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End of the duel
All cards from the battlefield are picked up by the players again, and the points are added to
their total score. Keep the tokens safe on your right or left side. They are your points after all.
The player who got challenged to the duel, should still have the DUEL card on their side, thus it
is their turn now. The Duel token has to be placed back in the middle again. Choose 1 card, or
5 cards, or duel again. There is no “passing” in Zurubang. The game continues, until a player
reached 30 points or more first, to win the Zurubang Card Game.

special hands

You can gain an advantage by collecting the fitting card backs before a duel begins. The special
hands make your cards more powerful, and gain more points after a duel!

The rainbow hand

The 5-of-a-kind hand

The Rainbow Hand is a collection of all five different
elements on your hand. Once you start a duel with this
hand combination, and you win the duel, you gain +2
extra points on top of your score!
Important: If the cards are exchanged during the duel, or
the cards in your hand are a different element, promised
on the back, it doesn’t matter. If you go into a duel with 5
different coloured card backs on your hand, you are set
to earn +2 points in case you win. This also applies after
you win the Sudden Death of course.

The five of a kind hand is normally harder to achieve,
but can be a big advantage. If you have collected five of
a kind card backs of one element, fight in a duel - and
win it, you receive +4 points on top of your score!
Furthermore, the element you normally lose against, you
win against in the duel.
Let’s say you have five spirit cards. The spirit cards
normally lose against earth cards. But if you have a duel
and all your five card backs are spirit cards, besides the
air cards, the earth cards will lose against all of your
spirit cards.
Any discarded cards during the duel don’t matter
because the rule is settled, once the duel starts.
Spirit wins
against Air
anyway.

Win
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But with the
5-of-a-kind
hand, also
against
Earth!

the zurubang
There are five Zurubangs in the game, one
for each element. It is said, that it is only
one single Zurubang, who has the power to
multiply to different elements whenever it
feels like, though. But that might just be a
fairy tale.
The Zurubang is a bit special because it
wins against almost any card in the game,
and cannot be destroyed.
Nonetheless, a Zurubang can still be
exchanged by some cards special talent
descriptions, like the Necromancer or Mercy
Twister, and they also lose their duel against
any card with power 4 or less! Probably to
give the weaker cards more significance in
the game? Not only that, but if the Zurubang
loses, it has to be discarded and the
opponent card receives an extra point token.
The question is, is the Zurubang that
powerful, or more a threat to yourself?
Probably a bit of both, and for you to find out
in the game.

important hints!
Sometimes you might stumble upon a situation, where you don’t know how to proceed, other
times, I wasn’t clear enough about some of my rules maybe.
This guide hopefully helps you in certain situations throughout the game.

Covering your hand cards
When holding your five cards in your hand, a common reflex is to cover them, so your opponent
cannot see them. But this is actually going against the rules. All players have to be able to
see the card backs at all times. If they are covered, or not visible, a player can ask to show the
cards. This actually happens quite often. It is a big part of the game after all.
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both cards claim to swap with the opposite card
Voodoo Priestess, Wumpi Girl, and the Orc Shaman, swap with the opposite card, after the
direct duel. But what if two of these cards face each other? I would say, they peacefully stay on
their own side in the end, after they have swapped their sides twice, right?

both players cards are destroyed or discarded
If two or more cards have to be discarded by both players at the same time, the player who
has the “Duel” card, starts picking a new card from the three stacks first. Players often think,
it doesn’t matter who takes the card first, but “this” very card could be the one the other player
needs so desperately.

both players have to do something at the same time
This happens rarely, but if for example the Mercy Twister card faces the Ogre Mage or the
Necromancer, things are getting crazy! Nonetheless, there shouldn’t be any conflict or paradox
situation if both cards take their action at the same time. (Just in case of a fight, the player with
the Duel card on their side always goes first with the action, or to pick a new card.)

Three of the most fun cards in the game, thanks to their talents.

I won anyway, so i don’t need to pick up a new card
Another thing happening often, is not picking up a card from the three stacks when necessary.
Some card talents ask you to pick up one card from the three stacks. But if the card wins
anyway, people tend to just not pick up the card. This can also affect the rest of the game, so a
card always has to be picked up, if it says so in the talent.

The two cards which ask you to pick a card from one of the three stacks.
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my card cannot be destroyed
A couple of cards have the talent to not be destroyed, besides the Zurubang. But those cards
add you a point token if they face a destroying card, no matter the element, if they lose, draw or
win. If the special talent of the “Basilisk” card strikes, those cards which cannot be destroyed
stay in play unharmed. You will quickly get used to this mechanic.

How to win?
Whenever I play ONE single game of Zurubang with somebody, it never stays by only ONE
game. I believe a reason for this is, that it is both fun losing or winning. Another reason is, the
different ways to approach the game to try an win. There seem to be five significantly different
paths to achieve victories playing Zurubang, and this is a short, fun guide to them.

warlord - master of strategies
tactician - the improvisor
mentalist - the mind-reader
recaller - the memory Grandmaster
hasardeur - the risk-taker
warlord
A warlord uses a set strategy to win the game, like trying to get 5-of-a-kind hands, a rainbow
hand, using constant aggressive duelling, or collecting the strongest cards for defense,
whenever there is a chance. If you stick to one set strategy, and push through it, no matter what
happens, you can find your favourite and best working strategy against different players and
other Warlords. Strategists commit to a style and make it work. They also stand up again, and
try a different strategy, if the one before failed.

tactician
Tacticians go into the game by trying to find opportunities, chances and certain card
constellations. If the opponent has two water cards, the tactician goes for air cards. If the
enemy has many destroying cards, a new aim is to find invincible cards. If you have a Zurubang,
exchange it to fool your opponent. Tacticians love cards with talents, and use them thoroughly.
They don’t stick to one way of winning, but use a bit of everything to improvise.
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mentalist
Mentalists can use their minds to read the opponent perfectly well in many situations.
They often win in a sudden death, know when the opponent tries to trap them, and set traps
themselves with ease. The more often they play the same opponent, the better they get to know
their playing style. It is difficult to fool mind-readers, and this affects your opponents options
and limits them to just find the strongest cards. In the mean time, you win.

Recaller
Memory Grandmasters are some of the most feared Zurubang players. A recaller wins many
duels by memorizing the opponents cards. This edge is decisive in several duels to gain extra
points by forcing the opponent to exchange all their cards often. The psychological advantage
of remembering cards is a great weapon, and leaves the opponent to play like a Hasardeur.

Hasardeur
A Hasardeur relies on his luck and often wins impossible duel setups. Exchanging all five cards
as often as possible to use the element of surprise and counter any recaller is the preferred
strategy. Furthermore, the hasardeur plays the cards very randomly and relies on special
abilities, ghost cards, and none-elemental tricks. If the risk-taker is successful with the playing
style, the opponent feels overwhelmed, and lost.

the end
This is it! An unpolished, a little
bit buggy, but almost completed
rulebook is ready to be used for
your delight.
thank you, and have years of fun
with Zurubang!
Cheers,
Arne
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